SELF ASSESSMENT 2016-2017
BOARD OF TRUSTEES EVALUATION FORM FOR THE PRESIDENT
Directions: Please note a qualitative and quantitative assessment is sought for each evaluation factor. For each category, in addition to your comments, please
describe whether you believe the President has demonstrated strong performance, satisfactory performance, or where further development is needed. To further
facilitate the rating of the President’s performance, please add a numerical rating to your comments on a scale of one (1) to three (3). Numerical ratings have the
following meanings: 1 - Exceeds; 2 - Meets Expectations; 3 – Does Not Meet Expectations.

EVALUATION FACTORS
Annual Priorities and Goals - 2016/2017
(See attached)

PERFORMANCE
Comments:

1 - Exceeds

How effective was the president:
 Attaining the goals approved by the Board?
 In demonstrating the attainment of the goals
set (e.g. comparative data, trends, ratio
analyses of the metrics)
 In communicating the attained goals?
Strategic Leadership
How effectively does the president:
 Demonstrate an understanding of the culture
of the organization and convincingly tell its
story?
 Discern and communicate the meaning of
external trends and the institution’s strategic
situation?
 Renew the mission and articulate a
compelling vision?
 Shape a productive strategy process and
enlist the participation and confidence of
others in it?
 Implement the strategy and make things
happen to achieve competitive advantage
and respond to the driving forces of change
and competition?
 Lead the creation of a long-range strategic
plan that engages all stakeholders?
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EXPECTATIONS
(Please circle one)

2 - Meets
3 – Does Not Meet

Comments:
1 - Exceeds
2 - Meets
3 – Does Not Meet

Educational Leadership

Comments:

How effectively does the president:
 Propose educational directions and
priorities that motivate others?
 Assure academic quality by expecting the use
of evidence to improve performance?
 Mobilize resources to support educational
programs?
 Encourage and enable educational and
curricular change and innovation?
 Understand and participate in academic
governance and collaborative decisionmaking?
 Attract and retain strong faculty?

Organizational Management
How effectively does the president:
 Manage – analyze, organize, plan, direct,
evaluate, renew – basic institutional
processes and resources (finances,
technology, human resources, facilities,
services, etc.)?
 Create a sense of urgency and drive results
in key performance areas such as
admissions, enrollment, retention, student
learning, fundraising, research, service,
finances, and facilities?
 Set high standards and hold people
responsible for results?
 Make clear and timely decisions?
 Make tough decisions?
 Use analytical and creative thinking to solve
problems?
 Plan for and manage crises? (e.g. anti-hazing)
 Attract, retain and develop talented
personnel?
 Oversee a competent leadership team that
takes responsibility, sets and achieves goals
that advance the University’s mission and
promotes a collegial attitude when engaging
key stakeholders (e.g. Board alumnae,
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1 - Exceeds
2 - Meets
3 – Does Not Meet

Comments:

1 - Exceeds
2 - Meets
3 – Does Not Meet

faculty, students, community)?

Financial Management
How effectively does the president:
 Understand and manage the organization’s
financial dynamics, metrics and processes
(budgeting, costs, revenues, overhead,
balances, and investments) and
communicate financial realities to
stakeholders?
 Manage resources efficiently and build longterm financial equilibrium (create operating
balances, add revenues at a faster rate than
expenses, provide for depreciation, and
increase the purchasing power of the
endowment)?
 Provide supervision of the University’s
buildings, grounds and equipment and
ensuring appropriate communication and
approval for expenses that require Board
approval?
 Fully inform and engage timely the Board on
fiscal matters impacting the University?
 Promote informed decision making and
facilitate timely discussion and delivery of
comprehensive information to the Board
around the formulation of a current and
multi-year budget that would include
recommendation from the administration
(e.g. collective bargaining, faculty, salary,
equity, athletics, legislative budget requests
(LBR) & FAMU-FSU College of Engineering)?

Comments:

Work Plan
How effectively does the president:
 Provide on-going and timely updates
regarding the implementation, progress,
milestones achieved and concerns?
 Meet the goals established by the Board and

Comments:
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1 - Exceeds
2 - Meets
3 – Does Not Meet

1 - Exceeds
2 - Meets

approved by the BOG?

3 – Does Not Meet

Fund Raising
How effectively does the president:
 Lead and engage others in the fund-raising
program?
 Build relationships with major donors?
 Obtain gifts and grants relative to full
potential from individuals, alumni,
corporations and foundations?
 Provide stewardship for gifts that have been
received?
 Inform and engage the board appropriately?

Comments:

External Relations
How effectively does the president:
 Build credibility and influence with external
constituencies? (e.g. DSO, BOG, SACS, &
NCAA)
 Provide leadership to local, regional and
national higher education?
 Increase the visibility and reputation of the
institution in a manner that has a direct
correlation to attainment of performance
metrics associated with the University and
increases our standing within the SUS and
HBCU rankings?
 Relate to alumni and gain their support?
 Build credibility and influence with media?
 Influence legislators and public officials?
 Provide consensus building, focused
leadership on matters related to the
University and Board of Trustees?

Comments:

Internal Relations
How effectively does the president:
 Develop a climate and programs that
enhance diversity?
 Interact with students and demonstrate

Comments:
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1 - Exceeds
2 - Meets
3 – Does Not Meet

1)

1 - Exceeds
2 - Meets
3 – Does Not Meet

1 - Exceeds
2 - Meets





commitment to their welfare?
Work with the faculty to develop initiatives
to advance their work and professional wellbeing?
Work with the staff to create opportunities
and resources to recognize their service and
enhance their development?
Ensure strong faculty and community
relations?

3 – Does Not Meet

Board and Governance Relations
How effectively does the president:
 Build the relationship with the board?
 Gain support from the board, especially on
controversial issues?
 Involve and call on the board to facilitate
relationships for the president, especially in
fund-raising and community relations?
 Develop a good working understanding of
the board’s, the administration’s and the
faculty’s respective roles in decisionmaking?
 Involve the board in strategy in productive
and appropriate ways?
 Focus the board’s attention on issues related
to the president’s professional development
and personal welfare?
 Focus the board’s attention on decisionmaking and governance systems that need
improvement?
 Administer the affairs of the University
consistent with the documented Board
policy?
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1 - Exceeds
2 - Meets
3 – Does Not Meet

EVALUATION FACTORS

PERFORMANCE

EXPECTATIONS
(Please circle one)

Personal Characteristics and Values
How effectively does the president:
 Demonstrate persistence in reaching goals?
 Lead change?
 Use political skills to negotiate agreements,
create coalitions and build consensus?
 Display interpersonal and people skills?
 Communicate clearly and convincingly in
various forms and contexts?
 Show respect for others?
 Listen?
 Examine and challenge his or her
assumptions and show a willingness to
explore other viewpoints?
 Understand his or her and others’ feelings?
 Reconcile conflict between self and others,
and among groups and individuals?
 Demonstrate honesty and integrity?
 Inspire trust and confidence?
Summary Questions
1.

What have been the president’s major
accomplishments in the leadership of the
institution over the last year?

2.

What single thing would you suggest to
improve the president’s effectiveness?

3.

What other points need to be covered?
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1 - Exceeds
2 – Meets
3 – Does Not Meet

Evaluation Rating Definitions
Exceeds Expectations:
 Significantly and consistently exceeds expectations(s) by producing a high quality and quantity of work.
 Undertakes additional job functions/duties, through own initiative, that further the goals of and make significant contributions to the
institution.
 Is dependable, highly reliable and follows through on all provided or otherwise undertaken initiatives or requests and is effective in a
variety of settings including one-on-one communications, writing skills, correspondence, and public situations.
 Demonstrates exceptional in-depth knowledge of the job functions/duties and is highly recognized by others within the University
community.
 Exhibits model behavior that exemplifies the values and qualities of the organization and that is worthy of emulation.
 Skillfully and in a highly reliable manner handles multiple and varied types of tasks with competing priorities.
 Skillfully resolves conflicts in the midst of differing opinions by creatively developing a compromise within competing interest.
 Exhibits teamwork or is a team player in varied settings and influence others to work collaboratively to bring about a positive impact
while furthering the goals of the institution.
Meets Expectations:
 Competently performs job functions/duties on a day-to-day basis and regularly meets expectations and job description requirements
with some tasks performed beyond expectations.
 Routinely meets expectations and role requirements by producing a high quality of work on a consistent basis.
 Possesses full knowledge of job functions/duties, as well as, other related aspects of the institutions, with the ability to explain and
articulate such aspects clearly to others.
 Is dependable, highly reliable and follows through on all assignments or requests.
 Is recognized by peers, supervisors, faculty, students, and other stakeholders as collaborative, skilled, and reliable.
 In representing the department, division or organization, effectively interacts with peers, supervisors, other University staff, students,
parents, and the public.
 Consistently exhibits model behavior that exemplifies the values and qualities of the institution.
 Exhibits teamwork or is a team player in varied settings without prompting and works collaboratively with others.
 Demonstrates the ability to take on progressive responsibility with a high level of success.
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Does Not Meet Expectations:
 Inconsistently demonstrates the skills and abilities to perform job functions/duties or responsibilities satisfactorily.
 Demonstrates minimal initiative to improve performance on a consistent basis.
 Requires frequent supervision on routine activities due to low performance or skill level even when provided additional coaching or
feedback.
 Engages in less effective or less than positive interactions with supervisors, faculty, colleagues, students or members of the University
community.
 Consistently fails to meet expectations and job description requirements.
 Fails to possess full knowledge of the job functions/duties.
 Is perceived by peers and supervisors as non-collaborative and not being a team player.
 Ineffectively interacts with peers, supervisors, other University staff, students, parents, or the public.
 Takes little or no initiative, even with prompting to improve performance.
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